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MITRE SAW WITH PULL FUNCTION AND TOP TABLE M-SAW TT305SLU

€785,12 (excl. VAT)

The TT305SLU has the same features as the pull-function mitre saw TT305SLX, but is additionally
equipped with an extra-large top table that can be adjusted from 0 to 50 mm with a convenient control
knob. It is equipped with a silent 1600 W induction motor that requires no maintenance and has a pull

function of up to 350 mm, with a cutting height of up to 107 mm.

SKU: 0MS305SLU
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The TT305SLU has the same features as the pull-function mitre saw TT305SLX, but is additionally equipped with
an extra-large top table that can be adjusted from 0 to 50 mm with a convenient control knob.

It is equipped with a silent 1600 W induction motor that requires no maintenance (which is a big advantage
over the carbon brush motor in the smaller models) and has a pull function of up to 350 mm, with a cutting

height of up to 107 mm.

The use of ball bearings on all joints ensures precise rotation of the table, head and tilting system. The saw has
a die-cast aluminum body and can be tilted up to 48° in 2 directions. The silent, maintenance-free 1600 W

induction motor delivers high torque and is positioned at the rear, giving the saw a large cutting height (up to
107 mm). The saw blade has a diameter of 305 mm and 60 teeth. The side supports are extendable.
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The TT305SLU is further equipped with a horizontal D handle.

 

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Silent, maintenance-free 1600 W induction motor delivers 30% more power and is 40% more silent
305 mm saw blade with 60 teeth

Large cutting height (up to 107 mm) due to the rear-mounted motor
Extra large top table, adjustable from 0 to 50 mm with convenient control knob

Clear mitre indicator
Saw can be tilted up to 48° in 2 directions

Die-cast aluminum body
Ball bearings on all joints ensure precise rotation of the table, head and tilting system

DESCRIPTION

The TT305SLU has the same features as the pull-function mitre saw TT305SLX, but is additionally equipped with
an extra-large top table that can be adjusted from 0 to 50 mm with a convenient control knob. It is equipped
with a silent 1600 W induction motor that requires no maintenance (which is a big advantage over the carbon
brush motor in the smaller models) and has a pull function of up to 350 mm, with a cutting height of up to 107

mm. The use of ball bearings on all joints ensures precise rotation of the table, head and tilting system. The saw
has a die-cast aluminum body and can be tilted up to 48° in 2 directions. The silent, maintenance-free 1600 W
induction motor delivers high torque and is positioned at the rear, giving the saw a large cutting height (up to

107 mm). The saw blade has a diameter of 305 mm and 60 teeth. The side supports are extendable. The
TT305SLU is further equipped with a horizontal D handle.  

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Weight 34 kg

Dimensions 580 × 890 × 540 cm

Max. cutting thickness 107 mm

Input Power 1600 W

Cut 0° x 0° 350 x 107 mm

Cut 0° x 45° 240 x 94 mm

Cut 45° x 0° 350 x 70 mm

Cut 45° x 45° 240 x 70 mm, 55 x 55 mm

Diameter sawblade 305mm


